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Ar Dams
The DeGray site had first been considered for a dam in the early 1900s when Arkansas Power & Light Co. founder Harvey Couch visited in the region. In the 1930s, at the urging of Arkansas' ...
Dedicating a dam
EUREKA SPRINGS, Ark. — Beaver Lake Dam was authorized for multiple purposes to benefit Northwest Arkansas. As our Daybreak team visits counties across the Ozarks, our crew traveled to the dam to learn ...
Daybreak on the Road: Beaver Lake Dam provides a vital resource for Northwest Arkansas and beyond
An Oklahoma Game Warden was in the right place at the right time to save a life. Officials say on May 11, an Arkansas man in his late 30s was swimming with a friend at Flint Creek Water Park, just ...
Oklahoma Game Warden saves Arkansas man from drowning
As of Wednesday, Beaver Lake’s water level hit an elevation of 1,129. The top of the flood pool is 1,130. Due to projected water intake, the Army Corp. of Engineers Little Rock district knew this ...
Army Corp. of Engineers open Beaver Lake dam
May 16—KENNEWICK, Wa. — An earthen dam owned by the Kennewick Irrigation District is rated by the Washington state Department of Ecology as being in poor condition, but improvements are being made.
Dam near Kennewick is one of 50 in WA in 'poor' condition. What's being done about it
An Oklahoma Warden’s quick action saved a man from drowning.On Wednesday, May 11, a man from Lowell, Arkansas, almost drowned if it weren’t for an Oklahoma Game Warden who was ...
Oklahoma Game Warden’s quick action saves man from drowning
Americans wondering whether a nearby dam could be dangerous can look up the condition and hazard ratings of tens of thousands of dams nationwide using ...
Condition of some US dams kept secret in national database
Carpenter worried that downstream states, building dams for their own needs, would demand water from upstream states. He was especially attuned to this issue as a native of mountainous Colorado, the ...
Western river compacts were innovative in the 1920s but couldn't foresee today's water challenges
Everyone saw heavy rainfall from Fayetteville to Bentonville on Thursday, May 5, in Northwest Arkansas. More rain is expected throughout the day as well. Dozens of roads have been closed in Benton ...
Photo Gallery: Damage in Northwest Arkansas following strong winds, flooding overnight
Trout are not native to Arkansas. The federal government introduced them to several tailwater rivers after dam construction obliterated native warm-water fisheries downstream. The Arkansas Game and ...
Code ‘redd’ for trout
The federal government has refused to say whether it will commit the extra funding needed for one of Australia's largest infrastructure projects taking place in central western New South Wales.
No more federal funding pledged for Wyangala Dam's expansion, despite a major cost blowout
Seth Boone, the superintendent at Lake Poinsett State Park, reports that Lake Poinsett “is officially full again! Fishing has been outstanding for bream on crickets and worms. Bass and crappie have ...
FISHING REPORT FOR NORTHEAST/CENTRAL ARKANSAS
They may be pretty new to this business, but Jana and Roy Barbe are perfectly aware that it won't always be like this; that many breeders, in fact, have worked with Thoroughbreds all their lives ...
A Mating to Form a More Perfect Union
ARMENPRESS. Iran considers unacceptable the construction of dams on the Aras River by Turkey, ARMENPRESS reports the Minister of Energy of Iran Ali Akbar Mehrabian stated told the journalists after ...
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